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Thirty two- and three-color-based plain-weave patterns for weaving on the potholder loom. Intended

for newcomers to the craft as a supplement to the limited instructions available with kits.
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I read the other reviews and bought the book anyway. The patterns are great. I am 68 and wanted

to follow patterns at first before trying anything on my own. The directions (along the top and side of

the page) are great. Yes, the pictures seem blurry, but I think part of that is the type of loopers she

uses. Looks like terrycloth. Mine are from Harrisville and make a neat design from her patterns.

Since I couldn't find any other books with patterns for potholders, this one is fine for me!

The book just has some photos of patterns in it. At least half of the patterns are really crappy

low-resolution photos that look like they were taken when digital cameras first started coming

out.You'd honestly do better just poking around on pintrest or google images and using Harrisville

Design's Potholder Pattern Wizard ([...]) to test out pattern ideas you have. Heck, you could even

whip up a pattern designer in excel. I bet people have even put one together already.

I bought this for my Kindle; therefore I can also view it on my laptop. The laptop lets me see it in

color which is very important, and also it has a bigger screen. This is a good little book with a lot of

ideas for making pretty potholders. The photos are a little fuzzy but I don't mind that - you get the

idea! The price, especially for the Kindle version, can't be beat. 5 stars! Very glad I got it.



good book for beginners. The tips were good. most of the patterns are for two colors. The

photography is terrible but the instructions are clear and the resulting potholders look great if you

use quality cotton loops.

I think this is an excellent booklet. There are way more patterns than I thought if when I was avidly

weaving potholders as a child, but surprisingly, I made quite a few patterns that are omitted from

this booklet. I had NO problem seeing the photos and patterns. How to make these is quite clear. An

excellent inspiration tool!

I thought my photography skills were bad...these are terrible. They appear as blurry almost like

scanned in images from copy paper. Wow. Just don't don't no.

This book has some great pointers on making potholders. Although, I already knew most of what

was covered in this book, I still learned a few things and some new patterns.

Straight-forward instructions, well-organized. Here's a simple craft project that produces a colorful,

useful product. What's not to like?
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